Angus Thought He Was Big (Magic Beans): Amanda Graham. The Infant Fiction strand of the Magic Bean series is a shared reading programme designed to develop children's response to literature. The books are geared towards reading to children, with a focus on developing their understanding and appreciation of literature.

Angus Thought He Was Big (Magic Beans) is a story about a young boy named Angus, who believes he is big because he is the tallest in his class. However, his friends and family challenge this belief, showing him that size does not determine one's worth.

The story is part of the Magic Bean series, which includes other titles such as "Angus Thought He Was Big in Magic Beans" and "Angus Thought He Was Big (Pack of 4) (Magic beans)". The series is designed to be used in classrooms to develop children's reading skills and comprehension.

Angus Thought He Was Big (Magic Beans) is an excellent resource for teachers and parents looking to engage young readers in meaningful conversations about size, worth, and friendship.